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Engaging Youth in Nature & Science

HRWC initiatives in STEM education
HRWC has long been aware of a water
pollution problem in Millers Creek, a
northeast Ann Arbor tributary to the
Huron River, but has been unable to
pinpoint a source. This past summer,
a team of students doing field work
in HRWC’s College Intern Program
tested a trickle of water coming from
a storm pipe. They found that the
water’s conductivity was ten times
higher than natural water background
levels! Excited that a source had
finally been identified, HRWC alerted
the landowners and began the
process of determining what was in
the water and how the problem could
be corrected.
This anecdote is but one in a
multitude of success stories from
HRWC’s work in STEM (science,
technology, engineering, and math)
education. HRWC’s hands-on, placedbased STEM education programming
allows area youth to experience
nature, learn water quality monitoring
techniques, evaluate the health of

their local creek or river, develop
leadership skills, and identify
methods to promote and protect
the Huron. These budding stewards
are more likely to grow up to be
environmentally engaged people who
are interested in and able to advocate
for the health of the watershed.
HRWC hopes to ignite in each one
a life-long interest in learning and
science!
HRWC’s four main STEM initiatives
combine to offer experiential learning
opportunities for students of all ages,
from elementary school through
college. Following is a description of
each initiative.

Snorkeling along the mainstem of the
Huron River. credit: HRWC

Youth Science Education
Program

Originally implemented by volunteer
Dave Wilson, approximately 1000
students from 15 schools throughout
continued on page 4

Not Just Another Pretty Flower
The role of autumn flowering plants
Autumn is upon us. The days are
getting shorter, the nights crisper.
This season has its own palette, yet
while many think of the changing
leaves, equally defining are the golds,
purples, and russets of southeast
Michigan’s late blooming flora.
But beyond the aesthetic, what
role do these late bloomers play

in ecosystems? These species
provide critical ecosystem
services at a time when many
plant species have already gone
dormant.
continued on page 5

INSIDE: UPCOMING EVENTS AND WORKSHOPS

Monarch butterfly feeding on
goldenrod in the fall.
credit: Flikr Creative Commons

Searching for microplastics in the Huron
Taking the pulse of the r iver with a sensor network | Volunteer spotlight - summer interns | Thank you, Elizabeth!
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Despite its
important
value provided
to Michigan
residents, the
state of Michigan
budget eliminates
the MiCorps
program—including the CLMP—at
the end of this year. In addition,
the Clean Michigan Initiative Bond,
passed by Michigan voters in 1998
and which funded MiCorps, has
now run out of funds. Governor
Snyder had proposed funding these
monitoring efforts under a new
tipping fee proposal he presented
this past spring, but the state
legislature did not approve his
plan. Michigan Lakes and Streams
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other initiatives. This partial solution
is only good for one year, so the long
term future of the program is still
insecure.
As we continue to work with our
lakes and river monitoring volunteers
and the threat of aquatic invasive
species looms, the monitoring
information is increasingly valuable
for managing these lakes for
recreation, habitat, property values,
and quality of life for people and
animals that rely on them. HRWC will
continue to advocate for state CLMP
funding in partnership with MLSA to
ensure a sustainable future for the
program and our lakes.
—Laura Rubin
HRWC Executive Director
@LauraRubin4

Starry stonewort (Nitellopsis obtusa) is an
invasive aquatic plant that forms dense
vegetative mats in lakes and harms natural
habitats. It is named for its tiny but distinctive
bulb (inset). credits: Tip of the Mitt Watershed
Council; P. Skawinski
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HRWC status
and updates

Thank You, Elizabeth
Elizabeth Riggs, Watershed Planner
and Deputy Director, has left HRWC to
seek her next opportunity. We thank
her for her leadership and 19 years
of commitment to the organization
and a healthy Huron River. Please join
us in wishing her well in what comes
next!
Working hard both independently
and with teams of partners and
volunteers, Elizabeth started and
managed HRWC’s water quality
monitoring efforts, which have
grown into today’s chemistry and
flow monitoring program. She
directed our watershed management
planning work, and secured funding
for and implemented many policy
and restoration projects identified
in the resulting plans. She led
HRWC’s successful efforts to enact
a statewide phosphorus ban;
pass numerous local ordinances
on wetlands, phosphorus, and
stormwater control; and to remove

Elizabeth with her family - Chris, Colette,
and Hollis. credit: H. Riggs

the Mill Pond Dam in Dexter and
restore Mill Creek.
In the last six years, Elizabeth has
led the RiverUp! campaign to restore
and revitalize the Huron River. It
is HRWC’s signature place-making
initiative that seeks to transform the

Your Environmental Values
Deciding on a bequest to HRWC
Throughout our lives there are
moments when we pause to consider
our past achievements and what
we hope for as we look ahead. The
older we get, the more important
it becomes to think about working
towards a future that embodies our
values. HRWC donors have expressed
their values by balancing their own
financial needs with a desire to
protect the Huron River, something

they value as our greatest natural
resource.
If you wish you could do more
to ensure a healthy river for future
generations to enjoy but are
concerned about your financial
capacity, you might be happy to learn
that there are ways of creating a gift
that requires no immediate donation.
You can make a gift that transfers
assets to HRWC only at the time of
your death. You
retain the ability to
change your mind at
any time. These gifts
are welcome in any
amount and enable
you to make loved
ones and HRWC your
beneficiaries.
We hope you will
let us know if you
have included HRWC
as a beneficiary
of your estate.
Providing us with
credit: J. Lloyd
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Huron River corridor into a premier
destination in Michigan and the Great
Lakes. Elizabeth’s work resulted in the
Huron’s designation as the country’s
18th National Water Trail. The
RiverUp! public+private partnership
has implemented projects to improve
river health, recreation access, and
water-related investments in local
economies. Elizabeth also assumed
a leadership role with HRWC as
Deputy Director. Her work led to new
relationships with state legislators,
a robust strategic planning initiative,
and progress on key state and federal
government policies.
Elizabeth has made the most of
her time and opportunities at HRWC.
We appreciate Elizabeth’s many
contributions and, although we will
miss her, we are excited to see what
she will accomplish in her next role.
—Laura Rubin

There are two ways to
include a bequest to
HRWC
Leave the majority of funds
to loved ones and name
HRWC as a beneficiary
of a specific amount or
percentage of your estate.
Leave HRWC a residuary
bequest; what is left after
loved ones are provided for.

your intentions is the best way to
ensure that we are able to honor your
wishes and your decision.
Be it through the values you
learned as a child or the ones you
gained from life experiences, you
can be an effective champion of the
Huron River and its watershed. With
a bequest, you can help ensure a
future of clean and plentiful water for
people and nature in our watershed.
For more information, please
contact Margaret Smith, Director of
Development, at (734) 769-5123
x 605 or msmith@hrwc.org.

Engaging Youth

continued from cover

the watershed participate in this
program annually. At a stream near
the participating school, HRWC staff
and volunteers lead students in a
series of hands-on stream ecology
lessons. Students study the physical
characteristics of the streambed and
banks, taking precise measurements
such as water flow, temperature,
conductivity, and turbidity. Students
also learn how to collect and identify
aquatic benthic macroinvertebrates,
what the organisms reveal about
stream health, and how their physical
adaptations allow them to live in
dynamic water systems. Long-time
HRWC volunteer Janet Kahan, who
co-leads this program, has increased
connections with the Ann Arbor
Public Schools, resulting in a dramatic
increase in the number of students
learning about water quality and
the Huron. Future program growth
will focus on Ypsilanti and other
communities.

Intergenerational Volunteer
Monitoring Events

Over the past few years, HRWC’s
volunteer programming has become
more family friendly. Typically, HRWC
monitoring activities are conducted
by people from all generations:
retirees; parents of all ages; and
college, high school, middle school,
and elementary school students. It
is an opportunity for experienced
adults, many of whom are retired
engineers and scientists, to
communicate with and teach young
people.
For example, long-time HRWC
volunteer John Gannon, a retired
senior scientist from the International
Joint Commission, routinely shares

his excitement and knowledge
with budding young scientists and
students. For the past three years,
John has included his grandson
Tyler, now age nine, in HRWC
volunteering. Tyler is excited about
water quality and acts as a peer
mentor to the young elementary
age kids who participate in HRWC
River Roundups. He has even
worked the HRWC outreach booth
at Earth Day and Huron River Day,
“showing and telling” them about
macroinvertebrates and their
importance as indicators of stream
health.

Snorkeling and Seining

In 2016, HRWC initiated a once-aweek summer educational program
for middle and high school students
in partnership with the Ann Arbor
YMCA and Michigan Sea Grant.
Participants go to the Huron River
in Ypsilanti where they snorkel to
look for fish, underwater plants, and
aquatic insects. The students also
learn how to operate seines and dipnets to catch and identify fish and
aquatic bugs. Through a discussionbased lesson, they learn about
watershed hydrology, water pollution
control, and land management.

College Intern Program

Education doesn’t end at high school.
College students interested in local,
hands-on work experiences have
few opportunities in the aquatic
environmental field. Since 2014,
HRWC has been recruiting and
training student interns from a variety
of Michigan colleges and universities.
Interns work at least one day a week
from May through August. This past
summer, over 30 students from

College interns collect data on
streams throughout the Huron
River watershed. credit: HRWC

Exploring the rocky bottom of the Huron is
fun and interesting. credit: HRWC

eight universities participated in the
program! It is a great partnership.
The interns quickly perform myriad
stream measurements on river habitat
and water quality, helping HRWC
better understand changing stream
ecosystems conditions. The interns
gain direct experience and network
with each other and with professional
staff while on a flexible schedule that
provides room for summer jobs and
other responsibilities.
The interns implement HRWC’s
Creek Walking Program by photodocumenting and collecting basic
data on every stream section in the
watershed. Six thousand pictures and
observations have been recorded
since 2014, all of which are available
on HRWC’s Info Stream website at
www.hrwc.org/maps. The interns also
spread across the watershed to attach
labels to stormdrains and distribute
door-hangers that teach residents
about the stormdrain connection to
the river. Furthermore, they assist
HRWC staff throughout the summer,
conducting public outreach, working
with students in the Snorkeling and
Seining Program, and collecting
chemistry and flow monitoring data.
—Jason Frenzel and Paul Steen
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Not Just Another Pretty Flower
Fueling migrations

Ruby-throated hummingbirds reside
in Michigan during the summer
months. These birds begin their
migration in August and September.
To fuel the long journey to Mexico,
they need to stop several times
a day to feed. Wild bergamot,
cardinal flower, smartweed and
jewelweed are common fall flowers
that are preferred food sources of
hummingbirds on their way south.
Similarly, while monarchs eat only
milkweed as larvae, adult butterflies
forge heavily on all types of flowers in
the fall to prepare for their migration
south. Many other butterflies rely
on fall flowers to complete their life
cycle.

continued from cover

impacting crops and increase yields
better than more commonly utilized
non-native species such as buckwheat
and sweet alyssum.

Preparing for a long winter

Hibernating mammals like chipmunks
and squirrels rely on fall seeds and
nuts to store as food to sustain them
through the winter months. Fall
grasses such as big bluestem, little
bluestem, and switch grass bloom
and seed into the autumn. These
important food sources for birds and
other small mammals help them bulk
up and store food. Insects attracted
to flowering species allow bats, such
as the common little brown bat, to
fatten-up for hibernation.

Preventing soil erosion

Wild bergamot,
or bee balm
(Monarda
fistulosa) is a
beautiful fall
flower native to
the Huron.
credit: HRWC

Native grasses and late
blooming forbs also have
substantial root systems and
stems that persist into the
winter, providing erosion
protection until soils freeze.
This keeps the soil where it
should be during rain events
and prevents soil runoff into
rivers.

A nod to the goldenrod

Pollinators and pest control

Research by Michigan State University
Extension found a number of native
plants that attract many pollinators
and natural enemies of common
agricultural pests. Cup plant,
horsemint, and Riddell’s goldenrod
are three autumn flowering plants
that attract a variety of beneficial
insects. Researchers suggest that
planting or maintaining existing fields
with these native plants near farm
fields can reduce the number of pests

Goldenrods get a bad name
as they are associated
with hay fever. In reality, ragweed
causes most fall pollen allergies, not
goldenrods. Goldenrods, maybe more
than any other plant, epitomize a fall
landscape in southeast Michigan.
This plant genus has more than 100
species, most of which are native
to the US. Fields of bright yellows
extend as far as the eye can see.
Honey-making bees visit goldenrods
to create a unique honey known
for its dark color and strong flavor.
Additionally, goldenrods are a

Little Bluestem (Schizachyrium
scoparium) is a food source in
the fall. credit: HRWC

common food source for caterpillars
as evidenced by the large number of
galls (growths created and occupied
by caterpillars) that are found on the
plant stems. These galls form where
the larvae are feeding, which has
implications throughout the food web
as parasitoid wasps and woodpeckers
feed on these larvae.
Fall flowers are more than a
pretty sight or a sneeze waiting to
happen. They step in to support many
ecosystem functions long after other
plant species have packed it in for the
year. They ease the transition to the
harsh winter months, and they do it
beautifully.
—Rebecca Esselman

$36,000 and counting! That’s how much we’ve raised through
Books by Chance with your support.

Please donate! Proceeds from the internet sale of old and unwanted books, CDs, and DVDs helps
HRWC. We like the slightly esoteric, academic, scholarly, and especially university presses. To put your
“treasures” to work for HRWC bring your donation to the HRWC office, 9am – 5pm weekdays. We will
handle the rest.

QUESTIONS? Please contact Rebecca Foster at (734) 769-5123 x 610 or rfoster@hrwc.org
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MISSION

The Huron River Watershed Council protects
and restores the river for healthy and vibrant
communities.

The Huron River Watershed

VISION

We envision a future of clean and plentiful
water for people and nature where citizens
and government are effective and courageous
champions for the Huron River
and its watershed.

CORE VALUES

We work with a collaborative and inclusive
spirit to give all partners the opportunity to
become stewards.
We generate science-based, trustworthy
information for decision makers to ensure
reliable supplies of clean water and resilient
natural systems.
We passionately advocate for the health
of the river and the lands around it.
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Suds on the River!

Thursday, September 13, 6 – 9pm
Kick off your fall with this favorite HRWC event. Enjoy specialty beers,
delicious food, and great company as you celebrate the Huron River. We
will pay special tribute to Laura Rubin in celebration of her 20 years of
leadership at the helm of HRWC.
Details and tickets: rfoster@hrwc.org, (734) 769-5123 x 610

Ypsilanti Fall River Day

Sunday, September 23, noon – 3pm, Riverside Park (north end), Ypsilanti
Paddle trips to Ford Lake, free family-friendly activities and exhibits,
a nature walk, and more. This event is hosted by the Ypsilanti Parks &
Recreation Commission and features HRWC and the Huron River Water
Trail, Leslie Science & Nature Center, City of Ann Arbor Canoe Liveries,
Washtenaw County Parks & Recreation, and others.
Information: www.cityofypsilanti.com/303

River Roundup

Saturday, September 29, 9am or 10:30am, lasts 3 – 4 hours, start at NEW
Center and travel throughout the watershed
Join a small team with your friends and family for this popular event.
Collect a sample of the bugs (benthic macroinvertebrates) that live in our
streams. Like canaries in a coal mine, these creatures tell us the health of
the river.
Registration (required): www.hrwc.org/roundup

Insect ID Day

Sunday, October 14, Noon or 2pm start, lasts 2 hours, NEW Center
Discover what kinds of bugs we found at the River Roundup, separate
them into look-alike groups, and then an expert will identify them with
you. Record the data and compare the results to last year.
Registration: www.hrwc.org/id-day

Board Meeting

Thursday, October 25, 5:30pm, NEW Center
Contact: lrubin@hrwc.org
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The next issue of the
Huron River Report will be
published in March 2019.
Please mark your calendar
with these important
December, January,
February dates!

Stonefly Search

Saturday, January 26

Quiet Water
Symposium

Saturday, March 2

Chemistry and
Flow Monitoring
Orientation
Saturday, March 23

Check the calendar at
hrwc.org for details.

Taking the Pulse of the River
A partnership develops a remote watershed sensor network
One of HRWC’s long term goals
has been to develop a network
of sensors to monitor flow and
chemistry in the Huron River and
its tributary branches. This network
will aid managers at all levels in
understanding the changes and
dynamics in flows and pollution
concentrations across different
seasons and flow conditions. It is
often during storms that streams
suffer from the highest amounts
of pollution, so it is crucial that
the causes be well understood and
closely monitored.
Further, adequate water levels are
critical during the spring breeding
season for many key river species.
During summer dry spells, river
inhabitants need enough water
to survive. Climate change is an
additional factor that impacts river
temperature and flow. Through
sensor networks, researchers and
water managers can get a better
understanding of why changes are
occurring. Managing river flows
correctly can also improve biological
diversity in the river and reduce
conflict among water users.
To build this data collection
network, HRWC has partnered with
Dr. Branko Kerkez, assistant professor,
and his “Open Storm” laboratory at
the University of Michigan. Over the
past three years, the team has begun
to develop, install, and maintain
small low-cost sensors throughout
the watershed. The resulting network
should save HRWC staff time and
resources while providing data that
would not otherwise be collected.

Sensors track river flows

As of this writing, six water level
sensors have been installed
throughout the Huron River system,
with another six planned. These
sensors are reading and transmitting
real-time water level data. Combined
with flow data measurements
collected by HRWC volunteers,
river flow is computed and can be
accessed via the web. It is rare to
have this much flow information
on a watershed this large. This data
can be used to understand the river
system and manage the flow of the

rate. Currently, the network includes
three storm nodes (all active and
waiting for storms) at sites in Wayne,
Washtenaw, and Livingston counties.

Water level
sensors
have been
installed
throughout
the Huron.

Where to next?

credit: HRWC

water. For example, this information is
being used by the operators of the 17
dams on the main stem of the Huron
River to coordinate and manage the
flow in the river to benefit the river
ecosystem and water users.

Nodes track storm runoff

The Kerkez “Open Storm” laboratory
team paired their sensors with
HRWC’s automatic water samplers
(“autosamplers”) to produce storm
nodes used at three sites along
Huron River tributaries. The nodes
continuously track stream flow while
seeking and downloading weather
forecasting information from the
internet, thus allowing for the
autosamplers to be programmed to
take samples when storm conditions
are optimal for capturing water
samples and storm data without
manual oversight and travel. The goal
is to get as many samples as possible
from the rising stream flows to
determine the timing and amounts of
polluted runoff entering streams after
storms. Learning more about this
timing can help improve stormwater
management.
Installing these “intelligent”
systems in environments with wildly
fluctuating conditions is not without
its difficulties. Over the years, the
partnership has had its share of
problems: from drained batteries,
sensor and cellular interference,
autosampler malfunction, as well as
inaccurate weather forecasts. Still, the
team has made some important early
findings. One of the most interesting
findings is that the greatest amounts
of polluted runoff may come when
the stream is rising at its quickest
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The partnership will continue to build
on this pilot, expanding the network.
After evaluating the storm sensing
results from 2018, the team plans
to install additional tributary storm
nodes at sites in Oakland County of
different sizes and drainage types.
Over time, water level sensor
data can be used to answer critical
research and watershed management
questions. HRWC will continue to
grow a network to provide the vital
statistics needed to diagnose and
better determine watershed health.
Lessons learned from efforts here in
the Huron will help water managers
everywhere harness the potential of
sensor networks for smarter water
management.
—Ric Lawson and
Rebecca Esselman
Helpful references:
www.open-storm.org
www.hrwc.org/what-we-do/programs/
climate-change

Installation of the storm
samplers is not always easy,
but the devices provide water
quality data during and after
rain events. credit: HRWC

RiverUp! is a campaign to restore and revitalize the Huron River. It is the Huron’s
signature place-making initiative that seeks to transform the river corridor into
a premier destination in Michigan and the Great Lakes. HRWC leads this publicprivate partnership and executes projects that improve river health, recreation
access, and water-based investments in local economies. www.hrwc.org/riverup

Negotiating for a
better Flat Rock
Dam portage
One of the goals of RiverUp! is to secure
a safe and readily accessible canoe and
kayak portage around the two Flat Rock
dams on the Huron
River. A key objective
Design of a potential
is to enable use of the
solution for paddlers and
portage without the
the private landowner that
existing 24-hour prior
was presented to Flat Rock
notice requirement
Metal in July.
of Flat Rock Metal,
credit: SmithGroupJJR
the property owner,
which is a significant
deterrent to paddlers.
During the past two years, the RiverUp!
team has spent considerable time and
resources consulting with experts and
examining alternatives. City leaders and residents were consulted to improve recreational access and increase
use of the Huron River Water Trail in its most downstream Trail Town.
The conclusion is that the only safe and practical approach is to use the existing portage on river right.
However, the concerns of the property owner about improper trespassing and the aesthetic and safety
requirements of the facility have slowed progress. The RiverUp! team met with Flat Rock Metal in July to review
the most recent designs—developed by SmithGroupJJR—intended to provide a workable and attractive takeout area along with privacy fencing to address company concerns. Stay tuned.

Ypsilanti’s Peninsular Paper Dam
RiverUp! put out a call earlier this year to assist dam owners with completing feasibility studies that could lead
to dam removals and a more free-flowing Huron River. Grant funds and foundation dollars are available for river
restoration through dam removal, but dam owners are on their own to pay for the engineering and field studies
required to assess if dam removal is an option. The City of Ypsilanti is moving forward on a study for the city-owned
Peninsular Paper Dam, which is not compliant with state safety standards and must be rehabilitated or removed.
The study, conducted this past summer by Princeton
Hydro LLC, characterizes the sediment quality and
quantity, reviews the infrastructure and land ownership
around the dam, and develops an initial design and cost
estimate for dam removal and restoration. The final
report from the consulting team will be presented to City
Council in the fall to aid the city in making plans for the
dam’s future. Facilitated community conversations will be
offered in the fall to help residents
understand the costs and benefits of
Downstream from the Peninsular
dam removal or repair and to present
Paper Dam, a kayaker approaches
the environmental and economic
the “Tridge” in Ypsilanti on the
revitalization opportunities at the
Huron River. credit: M. Rowe
park more broadly.
—Elizabeth Riggs
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Developing a volunteer monitoring program
HRWC has been exploring how to
monitor for tiny pieces of plastic
trash called microplastics following
the 2016 release of a USGS research
paper indicating the Huron River
is home to one of the highest
concentrations of microplastics of
the major Great Lakes tributaries.
Microplastics are plastic fragments
under five millimeters in size from
sources like synthetic clothing fibers,
fishing line, Styrofoam, and films from
baggies and wrappers.
With the long-term goal of
developing a watershed-wide
volunteer monitoring program, this
past spring and summer HRWC and
volunteers Dennis Kittle and Mike
Belleville, with technical advice from
University of Michigan’s Assistant
Professor Melissa Duhaime and
Research Specialist Rachel Cable,
practiced with different equipment

and techniques to sample river water
for microplastics. The team’s primary
goal was to conduct a pilot study of
microplastics collection procedures.
Dr. Duhaime lent HRWC a Manta
Net that concentrates all of the
suspended material from the water
into a collection device. The team
deployed the Manta Net in the Huron
River while simultaneously measuring
water velocity to determine the total
volume of water sampled. Then team
members poured river water and the
collected debris through a series of
sieves to remove bigger pieces and
leave the tiniest behind. Using filter
paper, Dennis separated the particles
from the water and dried them with
the final goal of determining the
mass and size distribution of the
microplastics.
However, the collection process
resulted in a very large amount of

sand, microorganisms, and plant
debris in each sample, and this
bycatch greatly exceeded the number
of plastic pieces. Typical methods
of reducing it to just plastic involve
centrifuges and chemicals that
require laboratory space as well
as a considerable time and effort
to process each sample. Therefore,
HRWC is still considering how it could
operate a watershed-wide monitoring
program. Conducting a sampling of
the Huron River and its tributaries to
search for hot spots of microplastic
input would require hundreds of
samples, so developing a time-saving
yet accurate approach is crucial. The
pilot effort will continue while the
team tries new ideas and sampling
techniques.
—Paul Steen

Volunteer Spotlight • Summer Interns
Yet again, HRWC is incredibly grateful for the interest, skill, and passion of our summer interns. This year there were
more summer interns than ever! Thirty-eight students from Colorado State University, Eastern Michigan University,
Loyola University, Michigan State University, Oakland University, University of Michigan, Washtenaw Community
College, and Wayne State University—as well as Pinckney High School—worked on nearly all of HRWC’s programs.
Many are seeking environmental degrees and careers in nonprofits, as well as field biology, chemistry, landscape
architecture, and engineering. HRWC staff thoroughly enjoyed and appreciated working with each of them!
Most of the group worked in the field internship program (see the Engaging Youth in Nature and Science cover
article), which primarily conducts creek walking assessments and stormdrain awareness. Other interns assisted staff
with ecological land assessments, chemistry and flow monitoring, natural areas planning, and the Huron River Water
Trail, while some worked in HRWC’s development, marketing, and communications departments. HRWC also offers
internships during the school year and candidate referrals are always welcome.
—Jason Frenzel

THANK YOU!

Some of HRWC’s awesome summer
interns! credit: HRWC

Camille Akemann
Sarah Bolton
Ella Bourland
Karissa Brumley
Julio Bruna
Lauren-Elise Brush
Teagan Combest
Lara Devine
Mariel Dunn
Joe Eassa
Sagen Fuller
Mujahid Ghazal
Tony Harris
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Michael Orrange
Edith Henderson
Spencer Overbeck
Yonatan Hodish
Andy Pampreen
Sophie Iannone
Allison Peters
Samantha Jackson
Elizabeth Rock
Kerra Janis
Adam Russell
Christy Kelly
Alyssa Shelton
Niklas Krantz
Camlan Smith
Patrick Lewis
Rowe Tanzer
Danielle
Camilla Lizundia photo: M.
Austin Thompson
Evan Luketic
Britt Teliin
Kayla Musil
Chris Varty
Loren Murphy
Nani Wolf
Olivia Nelson

credit: G. Hieber

Searching for Microplastics

Learn more about this issue in the
Summer 2017 Huron River Report
cover article “Swimming in
Plastic” available online at
www.hrwc.org/about/newsletters
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Together We Protect Our Home River
Please give back to the river that has given us so much

Since 1965, we have led the
change we want to see – taking the
mantle and advocating at the LOCAL
level, collecting and interpreting science,
informing action, policy, and outreach,
strengthening local laws and regulations,
implementing innovative solutions such
as natural resources planning, climate
readiness, and real-time monitoring.

Donate at hrwc.org/donate
HRWC depends on your support to protect
our clean water for people and nature.
Questions about how your dollars can help?
Margaret Smith (734) 769-5123 x 605, msmith@hrwc.org
Photo by John Lloyd

